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Means of Measure

BROADWAY: 1000 STEPS is an initiative to establish Broadway as the new ‘green corridor’ of New York City where current and planned sustainability initiatives, such as those outlined in the city’s PlaNYC, will be made tangible and actionable to every citizen.
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Mary Miss / City as Living Laboratory: Sustainability Made Tangible Through the Arts (MM/CaLL) provides a framework for how the arts and sustainability can be linked in innovative ways to create cities that help us redefine how we live our lives, use our resources, how we communicate, educate, work, and collaborate.

MM/CaLL conceives of the city as a laboratory where artists and designers collaborate with scientists, policy makers and other experts to create immediate experiential impact derived from long term research and planning initiatives.

The goal is to make sustainability personal, visceral, and tangible so that city residents are empowered to take positive action.
The roots of **Mary Miss/City as Living Laboratory** can be found in the groundbreaking projects of Mary Miss, stretching back to the early 1970s. Her work has been consistently focused on decoding the environment in public spaces. More recently however, her collaborations with scientists, urban planners, community constituents, and other visual thinkers, such as designers and architects, have inspired her to create an organizational infrastructure in MM/CaLL that can plan, administer and raise funds to support and emphasize the potent capacities that artists along with visual and creative professionals offer to address the important environmental challenges that society faces today.

In addition to building on Miss’ long career developing collaborative arts projects, BROADWAY: 1000 STEPS also benefits from important MM/CaLL precedent projects. In 2007 in Boulder, Colorado, Miss worked with climate scientists to map the “500 year” flood that has been predicted to occur in the heart of the Boulder. With a great economy of means – 300 simple blue metal discs installed on trees, fences, sides of buildings and other structures – Miss illustrated the predicted high water levels. It was the first time that the public could experience the potential threat of the waters on a visceral level. The scientists were awakened to the power of art. For years the data they had been presenting to the public and civic leaders fell on deaf ears; but armed with the skills of an environmental artist, their data was made visible, palpable, and compelling.

BROADWAY: 1000 STEPS also builds on the recently completed precedent project along the White River corridor through Indianapolis entitled FLOW: (Can you See the River)?, made possible via the collaboration of over 20 organizations, including the Indianapolis Museum of Art (IMA) which commissioned the work, and with major funding support from the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, the National Endowment for the Arts, and others. FLOW includes the installation of over 100 markers and mirrors along a six mile stretch of the White River, with corresponding dial-up narrations, a smart phone app, and an interactive website (www.flowcanyouseetheriver.org). FLOW’s multi-platform approach reached viewers utilizing visual cues, technological communication, and direct personal experiences to convey the multiple layers of interconnection between this Indiana waterway with the actions and lives of Indiana residents as well as its industries, agriculture, and businesses.

Encouraged by public officials to bring this type of work to New York City, Miss came up with the concept to use Broadway as a demonstration project for the MM/CaLL framework, turning the City’s oldest and most celebrated avenue into a “green corridor.” The “framework” is a working process/feedback system, that relies on collaboration and input from the most advanced scientific research in tandem with community-based inquiry and involvement. Its educational underpinnings are represented and activated by Mary Miss’ “Tool Kit” (described later in more detail). Site-specific and human-scale, the Tool Kit literally and symbolically reflects the viewer and decodes the immediate surroundings.
BROADWAY: 1000 STEPS is a project to establish Broadway as the “green corridor” of New York City. Up to twenty “hubs” dispersed along the length of Broadway will serve as sites for collaboration between MM/CaLL, research scientists, municipal policy makers, and local community groups. Installations that are small in scale but which aggregate to reveal the vast network of systems vital to a sustainable city, are designed to make sustainability tangible to citizens at street level and catalyze future projects by artists and environmental designers. The sense of incremental transformation—of many individual instances working together to create a powerful cumulative effect—is the over arching idea for the project and the basis of its title “1000 Steps”. The central message to be communicated – generated out of a year-long collaboration with a prestigious scientific and community advisory board – is that nature is everywhere and in action at all times, that the city is an urban ecosystem, that an innumerable number of small decisions over time have shaped the environment to be the one we inhabit today, and that our decisions (behavioral choices) impact the future of all of nature.

To ensure the quality of information being communicated, MM/CaLL has formed partnerships with senior personnel at NASA Goddard Institute for Space Science, Center for Research on Environmental Decisions at the Earth Institute of Columbia University, The Institute for Sustainable Cities at CUNY, the Wallerstein Collaborative for Environmental Education at NYU, and the Wildlife Conservation Society.

The partners have met monthly to develop learning goals, shape the information gathering framework that informs the deployment of art markings, and curate the specific information that will be included at each hub. In order to secure municipal partnerships, permits, and permissions, there is an ongoing dialogue with the Department of Planning, Department of Parks and Recreation, Department of Transportation, Department of Buildings, Department of Cultural Affairs, and the Mayor’s Office of Long Term Planning and Sustainability.
Mapping hubs along Broadway:

The 275 block length of Broadway through Manhattan and the Bronx offers a highly visible, symbolic corridor in which to reveal the working ecosystem of New York City and the individual’s role within it. Concentrations of ecological, infrastructural, cultural, and social features have led to hub site selection. Detailed investigations are currently underway with the help of over 400 design, architecture, communications, and ecology student participants in the MM/CaLL Academic Partnership. Students are mapping, documenting, and conducting research through direct engagement with community constituents to discover what issues are most pressing.
Developing hubs along Broadway:

Approximately 20 hubs along Broadway are in preliminary stages of development. The bold red hubs will be the sites of more intensive interventions with intermediate hubs marked by minimal, acupuncture-like means to carry the links along Broadway’s 14-mile length.
BROADWAY: 1000 STEPS addresses the challenge of engaging individuals with long-term sustainability initiatives like the Mayor’s ‘PlaNYC – a Greener, Greater New York by 2030’ by highlighting ecological, infrastructural, and cultural features in the streetscape at eye-level.

The urban environment is full of street hardware like hydrants, stormdrains, and trash cans, each of which belongs to a larger urban system, illustrated below and listed at right. The BROADWAY: 1000 STEPS strategy is to reveal these systems through decoding and color-coding the “working parts” of NYC’s iconic streetscape.

The topics below, **Land, Energy, Water, Waste, Air**, are relevant to PlaNYC.

Other pertinent issues are: **Food, Transportation, Public Health, History / Preservation, Biodiversity / Life, Climate Change / Urban Heat Island**.
Prototype Elements

Existing street features will be repurposed to communicate about sustainability where it happens. Common, everyday elements are revealed as local expressions of larger systems on which our urban lifestyle depends.

The elements being developed include the following:

- Green vertical poles
- Convex mirrors with text or diagrams
- Pavement markings
- Visual quantifications
- Walkable Maps
- Guide By Cell
- Evocative, short text descriptions
- Smart Phone Applications
- Events

Each element will be supplemented with additional information available over the web.
Element: Convex Mirrors

This is an example of how a mirror can be used to focus on a particular piece of street hardware. By color-coding the street hardware, and catching its reflection in a convex mirror, explanatory text or diagrams can be provided in an attached color-coded disc. This strategy engages the viewer by reflecting their image in the context of the decoded built environment.
Element: Field of Green Verticals

Brightly colored lime-green posts and fences will call attention to the hub as pedestrians approach, defining a force field within which curiosity will be aroused and awareness augmented.
Element: Pavement Markings

Large scale graphics draw on the city at full scale -- this element is coordinated with the Convex Mirrors element. Pavement markings are used to highlight features such as street hardware or plantings with color-coded outlines or multi-lingual text.

Broadway Mall Markings

Pavement markings highlight street features
Element: Visual Quantification

This element employs creative ways to visualize quantities of material and energy that are being consumed or distributed at various scales, illustrated below.

Topics for quantification include drinking water consumed, wastewater generated, stormwater treated at the sewage treatment plant, stormwater overflow into the river, trash hauled away, recycling hauled away, natural gas consumed, electricity consumed, waste heat from mechanical processes, and many more.

Overlaid diagrams on the pavement or along building thresholds or attached to vertical poles will visualize quantities at a human scale.

- person
- apartment
- building
- city block
- neighborhood
- island
- city
Element: Walkable Diagram

Walkable maps and diagrams easily convey information about the surrounding neighborhood, not only geographic but also distances to sources of drinking water and electricity or distances for disposing of waste.

Diagrams can point out regional connections to sources of drinking water, remote power plants, or air pollution coming from other parts of the country.
Element: Narrative / Audio Tour

A narrative will be developed for each hub that reveals more detailed content relevant to the specific site. This content will be available by cell phone and on the project web site.
Element: Smartphone Camera Application

Miss and Eric Sanderson, Ph.D., Senior Conservation Ecologist with the Wildlife Conservation Society, will develop a new element for the Kit: a camera application for smartphones to visualize contemporary ecosystem flows and compare them to pre-urbanization ecosystems of Mannahatta.

At each site, users will be able to access a smartphone application (currently in development) to take a photograph of the city today, and based on the location, direction and angle of the phone the application will reconstruct that same view of Manhattan 400 years before using techniques developed by the Mannahatta Project (Sanderson, 2009).
Element: Events (Artist Projects and Related Programming)

At each site works by independent artists working in diverse disciplines, from visual artists and writers, to performers and designers (architects, graphic, and industrial designers, etc.) will be commissioned to create parallel interventions that emphasize direct viewer engagement.

Additionally, public programs with guest experts will be held throughout the installation period at the respective hub sites and established forums such as the World Science Festival, the Graduate Center, and New York City museums.
Learning and Interacting
137th Street test hub:
The community partners at 137th Street included the Montefiore Park Neighborhood Association, Community Board Nine, and the City College Department of Urban Design.
With private and public support, largely consisting of a National Science Foundation EArly-concept Grant for Exploratory Research (EAGER) award for Informal Science Education (ISE), which supports exploratory work in its early stages on untested, but potentially transformative, research ideas or approaches, MM/Call designed its first test hub site at 137th Street and Broadway.

The installation was implemented in concert with the Institute for Urban Design (IFUD) 2010 Urban Design Week. Its content and public programs were developed with the assistance of faculty and students at the City College Academy for Professional Preparation (CCAPP) Division of Science, the Montefiore Park Neighborhood Association, and Community Board 9.

This temporary installation is being evaluated by John Fraser, Ph.D. AIA, formerly of the Institute for Learning Innovation (ILI) and currently President and CEO of the New Knowledge Organization. Data from Fraser’s research was collected through on-line surveys, facilitated forums, and on-the-street interviews in English and Spanish.

Even before the final reports have been completed, the artist and collaborator observations of the test installation have helped refine the project tactics: from how to deepen the viewer experience through a focus on more site-specific content, fabricator/contractor vetting, ergonomic considerations, to a better awareness of regulatory issues, and greater community partner participation.
Plan: 137th Street test hub

This aerial plan shows sites where markings were placed around Montefiore Park.

The primary topics at 137th Street included air, water, waste, life, energy, and food.
The impact of this project will be measured most particularly in terms of public awareness, and in its effectiveness in seeding the city with examples that inspire actual implementation of best practices for urban environmental resilience.

The short-term installations of BROADWAY: 1000 STEPS will be augmented with curriculum, school and community events, and a number of art-science-gov-local collaborative projects to advance the MM/ CaLL framework. The project is meant to be a catalyst benefiting other artists and environmental designers who will formulate the next layer of temporary or permanent installations, paving the way for more sustainability interventions in public and private spaces, for instance roof modifications such as white paint to reflect solar radiation and keep buildings cool (see page 42).

The BROADWAY project will maximize its impact through the Art + Science Learning Collaborative participants, who are comprised of representatives from seven cities from across the US (see list on page 45). The Art + Science Collaborative, through observation of the project planning and development along with workshops surrounding its implementation will:
* Increase the interest of city policy makers to use artists and visual thinkers to advance sustainability education; * Strengthen the capacity of cities to use artists and visual thinkers to communicate sustainability challenges; and * Strengthen the capacity of scientists and artists to use cities to advance environmental science education.

Another important impact of this project is recognition that visual thinkers and people in the arts are a resource to assist in connecting citizens with the issues that are so important to the city as it begins to transform itself to a 21st century city.
A vision for Broadway:

Ongoing Initiative - MM Studio
White roofs are one possible long-term outcome that communicates that New York City is in the process of transformation.
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### Academic Partners
- City College of New York (CCNY)
- Parsons New School of Design
- Pratt Institute
- Marymount Manhattan College
- Massachusetts Institute of Technology
- Boston Architectural College
- Pennsylvania State University
- University of Virginia

### City Representatives: Art + Science Learning Collaborative

#### Boulder, CO
- David Driskell: Executive Director, City of Boulder Department of Community Planning & Sustainability
- David Dadone: Executive Director, Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art

#### Charlottesville, VA
- Karen Van Lengen: Kenan Professor of Architecture, University of Virginia

#### Hartford, CT
- Luis E. Cotto: Councilperson, Hartford City Council
- Sherry Buckberrough: Chair of Art History, University of Hartford
- Mary Rickel Pelletier: Director, Park River Watershed Revitalization Initiative
- Dr. John Gourley: Lecturer/Lab Coordinator, Trinity College Environmental Science Program

#### Indianapolis, IN
- Timothy Carter: Director, Center for Urban Ecology, Butler University
- John Hazlett: Director, Indianapolis Office of Sustainability
- Michael Kaufmann: Director, Special Projects and Civic Investment for Health and Hospital Corporation of Marion County
- New York, NY
- Adam Freed: Deputy Director, New York City Mayor’s Office of Long-Term Planning and Sustainability

#### Phoenix, AZ
- Anne Reichman: Program Manager, Sustainable Cities Network, Arizona State University
- Heather Sealy Lineberry: Associate Director/Senior Curator, Arizona State University Art Museum
- Katja Brundiers: Community-University Liaison, School of Sustainability, Arizona State University
- Ginger Spencer: Acting Arts and Culture Director, City of Phoenix Office of Arts and Culture

#### Salt Lake City, UT
- Nan Ellin: Ph. D, Professor and Chair, Department of City and Metropolitan Planning, University of Utah
- Adam Price: Executive Director, Utah Museum of Contemporary Art
- Mary DeLaMare-Schaefer: Deputy Director, Salt Lake City Department of Community and Economic

---

Partners
Founder and Artistic Director: **Mary Miss** is an artist who conceives, prototypes, and installs large-scale public art projects which emphasize a site's history, its ecology, or aspects of the environment that have gone unnoticed.

**CaLL Framework:** The concept for City as Living Laboratory: Sustainability Made Tangible through the Arts was developed in partnership with **Marda Kirn** of Eco Arts Connection, Boulder, CO. The CaLL vision and framework of emerged from Miss's previous work and methodology. With Kirn the CaLL framework has set out to advance art + science expertise + government/community collaboration grounded in local partnerships and particularities of site and constituents.

The CaLL framework has guided the last four years of work at MM/CaLL. Precedent project has been completed in Boulder (2007), New Delhi (2008), Indianapolis (2011), along with the before described test hub at 137th Street & Broadway (2011).

**Key Collaborators and Team Members:** Miss has worked closely with experts in the field of sustainability including environmental scientist, **Eric Sanderson**, Founder and Associate Director of the Living Landscapes Program at the Wildlife Conservancy, **William Solecki**, Director of the CUNY Institute for Sustainable Cities, and **Mary Leou**, at the NYU Wallerstein Collaborative for Urban Environmental Education, as well as other experts in the field to develop the 137th Street installation. She has been assisted by architect **César Cotta** in the project’s realization. **Ennead Lab** has provided additional architectural services.

The texts and Guide by Cell narratives for the 137th Street test hub site were written by **Tony Hiss** in collaboration with environmental educator **Philip Silva**. Tony Hiss, author of The Experience of Place and In Motion: The Experience of Travel, is a writer deeply interested in increasing both the where and the when of our lives -- expanding the sense of “here” and lengthening the sense of “now” that surround us, and in this way reconnecting us and the things we think about to larger territories and longer time spans.

**Olivia Georgia**, Executive Director, MM/CaLL has served as Advisory Committee Chair since its founding in 2009 and took on the position of Executive Director in 2011. Prior to her involvement at MM/CaLL she served as Executive Director of The House Foundation for the Arts, the Bronx Museum and the New House Center for Contemporary Art.